
Designing a Portable, Batteryless  
Weigh-in-Motion System for Local Roads
What Was the Need?
Weigh-in-motion sensors can be embedded in road pave-
ments to measure vehicular weight and other data. This 
information is particularly useful for enforcing weight 
limits on trucks to help protect pavements against damage 
from overweight loads. 

WIM technologies include bending plates, load cells and 
piezoelectric cells. Bending plates have not been used in 
Minnesota since a broken plate damaged a car more than 
two decades ago. Load cells measure weight like a con-
ventional scale, but they are expensive and require annual 
maintenance. Since 2000, Minnesota has primarily used 
piezoelectric cells for WIM. When compressed, crystal-
line quartz piezoelectric cells generate electrical current 
proportional to the force and calculate weight based on 
that current. 

At $24,000 per lane to install, crystalline quartz piezoelectric cells are significantly 
cheaper than load cells, but MnDOT wanted to develop an improved approach to road 
weight management. Previous research developed a low-cost, portable WIM system 
powered by the same electrical current it uses to measure vehicle weights, which could 
be used on local roads. These roads are seeing increased usage (and resulting damage) 
from heavy trucks. Several refinements to this system, however, were needed for it to be 
suitable for implementation. 

What Was Our Goal?
This project sought to enhance the previously designed WIM system to improve its 
ability to calculate truck weights, reduce its height so it can be installed in asphalt pave-
ments as well as concrete, enclose the sensor in a metal case to allow it to be grouted 
to the pavement, protect the sensor from overloading and voltage spikes, and develop a 
software interface for easy access to collected data.

What Did We Do?
The previously developed WIM system was designed to count and weigh axles, but it 
could not always calculate the total weight of each vehicle when vehicles traveled close 
together. To rectify this, researchers added an anisotropic magnetoresistive device, 
which counts vehicles by detecting changes in the magnetic field. The AMR device can 
also classify vehicles and calculate vehicle speed.

Researchers reduced the WIM sensor’s height from 5 inches to 3.5 inches by moving 
the legs of the sensor into the main body. To transmit data, researchers developed three 
components: a wireless range extender that transmits data up to 1 mile, a wireless dis-
play system that receives the data and a microprocessor that displays data on a website.

The system was tested at the MnROAD testing facility with several different vehicles, 
including passenger sedans, vans, snowplows and tractor-trailers. Tests were conducted 
at several speeds, ranging from 10 to 50 mph.
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Although grouted into asphalt, 
the sensor still moved enough 

to harvest the energy needed to 
power the sensor.
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What Did We Learn?
AMR sensors successfully recognized different vehicles and estimated their length, dis-
tinguishing between passenger sedans, vans, snowplows and tractor-trailers. However, 
the sensors require additional supplied power, making them unsuitable for this system.

The piezo stacks that replaced the PZT cantilevered beams generated adequate energy 
to power the system and measure vehicle weight. However, the piezo stack often failed 
under heavy loads, which necessitated another redesign that uses shims and disc springs 
to avoid excessive loads. In demonstrations, the system also failed to measure weights 
of the first axle of a vehicle; the first axle generated an electrical charge to power the 
system to weigh future axles but not the system itself.

The project plan included testing the system at a real-world highway location. This 
phase was canceled because MnDOT was concerned the system could be dislodged 
from the road. The redesigned system was 10 inches wide—significantly wider than 
the original—and comparable to the size of the bending plate system that had proven 
hazardous to vehicles in the past.

What’s Next?
While this project did not result in a WIM system suitable for testing, some improve-
ments may have applications in future sensor research. The system successfully moved 
enough to generate sufficient energy to power the sensor, despite being grouted to the 
pavement. The sensor was also able to successfully measure heavy loads without failing. 

Other WIM research is currently underway, including a ceramic-based piezoelectric 
system being tested at two Minnesota sites. Unlike quartz, ceramic generates electri-
cal charges as the temperature changes, which would add to the current generated by 
compression and therefore interfere with accurate weight measurement. However, that 
project is attempting to mitigate the problem by identifying and dissipating thermal 
charges. That system costs only about $2,000 per lane, so if successful, it could signifi-
cantly reduce WIM costs.
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Enforcement of Road Weight Restrictions,” published November 2013. The full report can be 
accessed at http://www.lrrb.org/PDF/201327.pdf.

The main body of the redesigned sensor includes rectangular slots to store the legs, which 
reduces the sensor height so it can be embedded in asphalt pavement.

“Most states use piezo cells 
because of their relatively 
low cost and maintenance 
requirements. However, 
developing a system that 
would lower the $24,000 
per lane installation cost 
would probably sell out in 
the marketplace.”

—Benjamin Timerson,
Transportation Data 
& Analysis Program 
Manager, MnDOT Office 
of Transportation System 
Management

“Developing a sensor 
without outside power is 
challenging. Despite issues 
with this sensor’s size, the 
project did successfully 
create a system that 
moves enough to harvest 
energy to power the 
sensor.”

—Rajesh Rajamani,
Professor, University of 
Minnesota Department of 
Mechanical Engineering
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